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QUESTION 1

A sales order was paid for using a combination of the following payment methods: 

Customer Account ($20) 

Gift Card ($10) 

Credit Card ($90) 

Gift Cards are configured such that the refund amount is returned to the Customer Account, and Credit Cards are
configured to refund to the Credit Card used. The Refund Sequence for the Customer Account is 0 and Credit Card is 0.
If this sales order is returned, how is the order completely refunded? 

A. The Credit Card is refunded S90, the Customer Account is refunded $20, then the Gift Card is refunded $10 

B. The Credit Card is refunded S90, then the Customer Account is refunded $30. 

C. The Customer Account is refunded the full amount of $120. 

D. The Customer Account is refunded S30, then the Credit Card is refunded $90. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A point of sale (POS) system is connected to a central application server at the enterprise level. Networkis unavailable
and the POS system is not able to connect, but stores still need to service customers. The store would like to operate in
offline mode and transfer data to the server once the network is back. 

How can an implementation professional model this requirement in the system? 

A. Run the Change data import agent for data synch from enterprise to store in DELTA synch mode 

B. Run the Change data export agent for data synch from enterprise to store in DELTA synch mode 

C. Run the Change data import agent for data synch from enterprise to store in FULL synch mode 

D. Run the Change data export agent for data synch from enterprise to store in QUICK synch mode 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An implementation professional creates an order with header-level shipment charges- The order is to be shipped in two
shipments. 

How are theshipment charges invoiced? 

A. Header-level shipment charges are invoiced in the last invoice 
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B. Header-level shipment charges are invoiced in the first invoice. 

C. Header-level shipment charges are invoiced in the first and second invoice 

D. Header-level shipment charges arenot invoiced 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An implementation professional has extended an API template and an out-of-the box table. For both these
modifications, the modified XML file has beenkept in the appropriate directory. To ensure these changes are effective,
the resourses.jar and entities.jar files need to be rebuild. 

Which is the BEST way to accomplish this? 

A. Run the deployer.sh -t entitydeployer command from the %INSTALL_DIR%/binfolder 

B. Run the deployer.sh -t resourcejar and then deployer.sh -t entitydeployer commands from the % INSTALL_DIR%/bin
folder 

C. Run the deployer.sh -t resourcejar command from the %INSTALL_DIR%/bin folder 

D. Run the deployer.sh -t entitydeployer and then deployer.sh -t resourcejar commands from the % INSTALL_DIR%/bin
folder 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is NOT an advantage of implementing the Promising Server? 

A. Multiple order servers can access the same Promising Server 

B. Businesses are allowed to coordinate multiple servers for inventory and promising 

C. Inventory and promising is housed in one system for all participant channels and organizations 

D. Inventory can be shared across enterprises and nodes that belong to different colonies on the Order server 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Retailer ABC is using IBM Sterling Order Management for its two sub- divisions(enterprises): ONLINE andRETAIL.The
retailer wants to configure a set of users who only have access to the transfer orders (TRANSFER_ORDERS document
type) for its ONLINE division (enterprise). 

How should an implementation professional configure these users in IBM Sterling Configurator? 

A. Configure users under the ONLINE enterprise and assign them to a team that only has access to the ONLINE
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enterprise and the TRANSFER_ORDERS document type 

B. Configure users under the ABC enterprise and assign themto the TRANSFER_ORDERS document type in the user
configuration 

C. Configure users under the ONLINE enterprise and assign them to the TRANSFER_ORDERS document type in the
user configuration 

D. Configure users under the ONLINE enterprise and configure a data access policy that only allows access to the
TRANSFER_ORDERS document type 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which three of the following can be configured to be used to compute the landed cost used for cost-based optimization?
(Select three.) 

A. Transportation Cost 

B. Margin Cost 

C. Material Cost Do Handling Cost 

D. Item Cost 

E. Manufacture Cost 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 8

XYZ-CORP is an enterprise and a catalog organization that maintains items, such as processors, motherboards, and
chipsets. When an implementation professional defines the sub-catalog organizations as shown in thefollowing figure,
which statement is true? 
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A. Only XYZ-CORP is authorized to create and manage categories within the XYZ-Vendor category, such as the Perfect
category 

B. Only XYZ-CORP is authorized to create and manage categories within the XYZ- Vendor category and the XYZ-Retail
category 

C. XYZ-Retail can assign items from the Memory and Platform categories and their subcategories to its own categories 

D. XYZ-Vendor is authorized to create and manage categories within XYZ-Retail, and the XYZ-Retail is authorized to
create and manage categories within XYZ-Vendor since both are sub-catalog Organization Enterprises. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A security company sells a basic security package for $199, and would like to offer an optional monthly service package
for S42 per month. The basic $199 package price should be broken down as follows: 

Base Price = $100 

Activation Fee = $99 
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Which step does the implementation professional needs to take to allow this company to accomplish its pricing
objective? 

A. Configure price rules that will enable the company to create multiple price list lines for an item, directly in Sterling
Order Management 

B. Configure multiple price types for an item 

C. Split the order into multiple line items and then configure the price for each item 

D. Configure price rules that will enable the company to create multiple price list lines for an item, after integrating with
third-party pricing engines 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

An implementation professional creates a custom or hang-off entity. Which statement about this process is NOT true? 

A. Invokes Extensible APIs that store and retrieve data from hang-off tables 

B. invoke dbverify for generating appropriate SOL scripts to create or alter tables for custom or hang-off entities 

C. Does not provide ability to Audit item and organization tables DCreates a relationship between a standard table and a
hang-off table 

Correct Answer: C 
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